
 

Multifunctional anti-intrusion control unit with 10 inputs
expandable up to 66, 1068

1068/010A

Product specifications:
 Multilingual menu: Italian, English, French and German-
 Programming via tablet with Android App 1068set.-
 Programming saved on micro SD Card, to transfer the
programming between tablet and control unit or save a back-up
copy.

-

 Firmware upgrade on devices through micro SD Card or IP
1068/013 interface.

-

 System management via Urmet Secure user App (iOS and
Android)

-

 IP communication carriers (Ethernet and Wi-Fi) and GSM-
 Push notifications, vocal messages, email and SMS-
 Advanced vocal alarm calls, allow specific vocal alarm messages
to be sent for individual zones and/or inputs.

-

 Management of wireless devices-
 Management of video surveillance devices, via Urmet Secure APP-
 Integrated speech synthesis, resides in the GSM carriers-
 Digital transmission of numeric DC05 and DC09 protocols to
security service providers

-

 SIM card expiration warning-
 Teach-in of devices connected on the bus-
 Time scheduler-
 Telephone activation of an output without connection charge;
using the recognition of the GSM telephone number by the control
unit, it is possible to generate a command on a specific output and
close the communication after setting the number of rings (from 3
to 9) without call charges.

-

 Technological alarm management-
 Coercion Alarm, when the input is opened a coercion alarm is
issued, regardless of the activation status of the zones. The input is
active 24/7.

-

 Emergency signalling, generating service signals when a
dedicated button is pressed

-

 Auxiliary functions of inputs, GONG, courtesy light and door
opener

-

 Customisation of inputs-
 Customisation of outputs-
 Dimensions (L x H x D): 290 x 275 x 95 mm-



Urmet S.p.A. si riserva il diritto di apportare modifiche alle proprie apparecchiature in qualsiasi momento, senza darne preavviso. L’istallazione deve essere 
effettuata da personale qualificato e rispettando le regole relative all’installazione del materiale elettrico in vigore nel paese dove i prodotti vengono installati.
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Description
The system 1068 is the best solution to create medium and small size intrusion alarm systems.
Minimal design and state-of-the-art technology embody the concept of this new product. It is easily
scalable and meets all the needs of the residential market.

The system can be managed locally or remotely, by means of

mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets.

It is a flexible system communicating with wireless devices and equipped with

IP and GSM communication carriers. It features an APP for the user (URMET SECURE APP) and
an APP for the installer (1068set APP), with which the system can be configured and managed.

Logistic data
 Packaging quantity single: 1-
 EAN single: 8021156075317-
 Base: 295 mm-
 Height: 110 mm-
 Depth: 325 mm-
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